Control theory of metabolic channelling.
Various factors appear to control muscle energetics, often in conjunction. This calls for a quantitative approach of the type provided by Metabolic Control Analysis for intermediary metabolism and mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation. To the extent that direct transfer of high energy phosphates and spatial organization plays a role in muscle energetics however, the standard Metabolic Control Theory does not apply, neither do its theorems regarding control. This chapter develops the Control Theory that does apply to the muscle system. It shows that direct transfer of high energy phosphates bestows a system with enhanced control: the sum of the control exerted by the participating enzymes on the flux of free energy form the mitochondrial matrix to the actinomyosin may well exceed the 100% mandatory for ideal metabolic pathways. It is also shown how sequestration of high energy phosphates may allow for negative control on pathway flux. The new control theory gives methods functionally to diagnose the extent to which channelling and metabolite sequestration occur.